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2, /mportant to Dairy Farmers, Dairymen, 

qT) = Cheese Factory & Creamery Proprietors. 
© =_=@ ane ee — == = Qe ALMX. HARVEY, 

ey al Br ALBERT STREET (Corner of Durham Street), 

! \ i —o Begs to intimate to the aboye that he has imported the most improved 
at Ny RY ie. | 21] plant for the manufacture of all the requirements for the above. Having 
RS i | i \" | ? had a long experience in this business, I am prepared to supply these 

I} \ = 5 | q goods with all the most recent improvements; and, being a direct 
/ : i \-_ 1 importer, can supply same at very low prices. 
hi — — a. as The following are a few of the specialties manufactured by me : ~ 

Te — Cheese Factory Vats, Factory Cans, Railway Milk Cans, Creamery Vats, 
Cheese Hoops, Dairymen’s Milk Cans and Measures, Cream Cans, Milk Dishes, Strainers, Refrigerators, Butter 
Tins, Honey Tins, Honey Extractors. and every description of Tin, Iron, and Copper Work. 

Best value in Jam Tins, Honey Tins, Butter Tins, ete. 

ALEX. HARVEY, Albert Street (corner of Durham Street). 

P.O. Box 296. Telephone 285. 

HOPKINS, HAYR AND CO. 
Proprietors and Publishers of Publishers of 

The AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL | The AUSTRALASIAN BEE MANUAL 

Manufacturers, Dealers, and Importers of all kinds of Apiarian Appliances. Importers and 
Breeders of ITALIAN QUEENS. Honey Tinned, Labelled, Packed, and Sold on Commission (see 
eircular on back cover). Estimates farnished of Sos of fitting out any sized Apiary, and their 

laying out undertaken. : 

APIARIES ATTENDED TO AND KEPT IN ORDER 
BEESWAX BOUGHT AND SOLD ON COMMISSION. 

4 .) rN OFFICE @ STORE: LOWER QUEEN ST., AUCKLAND.
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ATES’ RELIABLE EEDS . 

CHOICE SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN AND FARM. . 

VEGETABLE SEEDS, 6d per packet *SWEDE. YATES’ CHAMPION PURPLETOP *SWEDE, YATES’ SELECT GREENTOP 

FLOWER SEEDS (ordinary), 3d per packet *YELLOW ABERDEEN GREENTOP *YELLOW ABERDEEN PURPLETOP 
* The best strains in cultivation. Prices on application, 

+RED CLOVER (English and American) +COW GRASS (English and American) +WHITE FINEST (Dutch) +ALSYKE AND TIMOTHY 

+ New seeds now coming to hand. Cash prices and samples on application. 

YATES’ Reliable Vegetable Seeds may be procured from local agents in every township in the colony. 

Nore.—I guarantee none genuine unless in sealed packets bearing my name and address. 

ARTHUR YATES, Seedsman, Auckland, N.Z., 237 Sussex Street, Sydney, 

AND AT MANCHESTER, ENGLAND. 
a ———————— 

THE NEW ZEALAND TIMBER COMPANY, LTD.. 

TIMBER.—Weather Boarding (rusticated and feather-edged), Rough and Dressed Flooring, Lining and Scantling. 

Manufacturers of every description of Joiners’ Work, Doors, Sashes, Mouldings, Turnery, Carving, &c. 

SPECIALTIES. —Seed Protectors, Hand Lights, Vineries (glazed on the new patent principle, without putty), and 

all kinds of Horticultural Implements, Hives, and Apiarian Appliances. 

BRICKWORKS at New Lynn Railway Station. Available for the supply of orders to any station on the Waikato, 

Kaipara, and Onehunga Lines. 

All Classes of Building Materials supplied with despatch and delivered into railway trekus. 

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free on application. Liberal discounts to cash purchasers. 

MILLS.—EAST COAST, WHANGAPOUA. 

WEST COAST, PORT ALBERT, KAIPARA. 

HEAD OFFICE, MILLS AND FACTORY, CUSTOMS STREET, AUCKLAND. 

FRANK JAGGER, Manager. 

THE ITALIAN BEE  BAGNALL Bros. & Co, 
CODE A Ni. 

es 
met MANUFACTURERS OF HIVES, 

BEE FARM AT PARRAMATTA, eee 
In charge of W. ABRAM. 

| ADPLIARIAN | APPLIANCES 

| 
OFFICE, 312 GEORGE STREET, SYDNEY, a 

/ \ 1 
S. MAcDONNELL, Secretary. TIMBER MERCHAN T S 

Mr W. Abram, Manager of this Company, served his time H A U R A K I Ss A W M | le L S 

under the late Dathe, the celebrated German naturalist, and, 
till his death lately, the greatest living authority on bee 

culture. TURUA, THAMES, NEW ZEALAND, 

Before leaving his mother country, Mr Abram secured a 
number of splendid Italian Queens, which took prizes at | 

yarious Exhibitions in Europe. In addition, the Company, 
through Messrs Newman, of Chicago (publishers of the St 

American Bee Journal), had several colonies of specially- 

selected Italian Bees sent from America. “i 
Price Lists sent FREE on application. 

Under the skilled care of Mr Abram, the Company has 

established the finest strains of Italians. No hybrids nor 

black bees are kept. All queens are carefully tested in every — 

case for their worker progeny, and when time allows, for 
their queen progeny. 

Price lists of Bees, Hives, 8, etc., POs ica- ry HEU ee cine oe Pe N.B.—A few Foundation Machines on hand.
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with the bees on having their queens, on one side of the hive, MARKETING HONEY. 
place a spare comb next them, and put the frames with the 
adhering queenless bees next the vacant comb, and close the fea 
hive after replacing the mats. The empty hive should then Ju, fs ] soe oy ‘ 

: be removed altogether. If this is done quickly and gently THE qnesrtQn opened oP by Mr Poole in his Paper 
not a bee will stir, and next day the bees will be working read before the New Zealand Beekeepers’ As- 

together like old acquaintances. sociation, and published in this issue, is one that 
FEEDERS AND FEEDING. “ ‘s 

some of us have been wrestling with for many 
Undoubtedly the cheapest and best feeders are empty Wau ‘ 

combs. They can be easily filled, will hold a good quantity years. To anyone who will give the subject the 
of food, can be placed just where most wanted, and are  Jeast attention it must be clear that the majority 
always at hand. m Re 

For food, honey or sugar syrup is the best. Don't use Of Australasian beekeepers do not yet realise what 
treacle or any of the table syrups sold at the grocery stores, as) ji atrnrne . 
we have heard of some doing to their cost. Now, as this is ey eee ne Cee cf dinary 
the best time for applying foul brood remedies, where food business tact when preparing their honey for 
must be given, it will be a good thing to feed medicated market: if, indeed, it can be called ‘ preparing ” 
syrup. It can do no harm even when there is no disease, 5 t e a aa * Nace aA Yotally anil 
Due will act asa preventive. The first schedule of the New % PUL t/ Up In ait sorts 01 OGG Ways “Olay Gee 
Zealand Foul Brood Act, published in another column, gives anything else seen upon the markets. | We have 
the recipe for making syrup. It is only necessary to leave hammered away at the subject so much that we 
the drugs out if not required. should ere this have been heartily tired of it, but The following engravingexplains very clearly thebest method ta it ig eo intimately shed wit 3) 
for filling combs with syrup. The frame of comb is laid ina 2b 1L.18 So Intimately connected with the progress 

of the industry of beekeeping, we feel we must not let 
> it rest until something is done to bring about a much 

i better state of things than exists at present. It is 
BA not only in New Zealand that reforms are needed 

\ in this particular branch of our business, but in 
Kank each of the Australasian colonies, so that whatever 

ae may be the outcome of the deliberations of the 
| New Zealand Beekeepers’ Association, it will apply 
H with equal force to all. We believe mach good 

SS wn will have been done before the Association allows 

f ET A TT the matter to drop, and we hope that all our 
(| a gN it EN readers who may have suggestions to offer will 
\ ye Sf AN accept the invitation of the committee and send 
t= AT MLL them on. 
VSS a Hy a . + 

i === He ie | The annual loss to the beekeeping industry 
= ll ——— | throughout Australasia from the want of a proper 
sill) _SsS system of marketing our honey must be enormous. 
A SSS SS Let us try and figure it out. We believe it will 

not be too much to say that were a regular 
shallow tray, which should be on a greater incline than is business system adopted, we should net, at an 
shown, and resting on theyessel containing the syrup. Under- average, one penny per lh. more for the whole of our 
neath the frame there should be a piece of board alittle larger honey, or, in other words, we are now losing that 
than the frame, to be lifted with the comb when turning it S anneal a lox f th ‘niente 
over. The syrup should run through a fine strainer, or atin 2™Ount through the carelessness of the majority 0 
with fine perforations, held about a foot above the comb; Our beekeepers. Now, what is the average annual 
falling from this height the syrup forces itself into the ceils. crop for Australasia? At the best we can only 
When one side is filled turn the frame over carefully and fill guess at it, but we think it will be within the 

a pee combs be free from drips before putting hark if we set it down at 800 tons. One penny 

Planting for shelter and bee food may still be continued, per Ib. on 800 tons represents a sum of £7,466 
and honey plant seeds may be sown. Hives and other 13s 4d, Even supposing the loss only amounted 
appliances required for next season’s use should be on hand to half that sum—-£3,733 6s 8d—-then we have 

i Ce seen eek) OE. Ee as) oma ecls figures showing it to be well worth the while of 
i every intelligent beekeeper exerting himself to 

assist in bringing about the needful reforms. 
EXAMINATION OF COMBS, ETC. There is also an indirect loss : we may fairly reckon 

—— — that there would be a greater increase in the 
Mr. Herperr wishes us to state that, contrary to demand for honey if the whole of it was put up in 
his expectations, the extra appliances in connection an attractive manner and in such sized packages 
with his microscope, which he understood would as might be found most suitable for the different 
arrive from England by the last San Francisco markets. sae 
mail, did not come, and as these comprise high The scheme suggested by Mr O. Poole in his 
powereye-pieces and all the latest improvements paper is similar to one we have before put forward, 
for mounting very minute organisms, he would and one, we think, calculated to remove the 
prefer to wait till they arrive before undertaking difficulties now in the way of small beekeepers, and 
any examinations. In the meantime specimens give them every facility to market their honey in 
may be sent, and ifthe glass bottles mentioned the best form at a minimum of expense. We shall 
previously cannot be obtained to put them in, look forward anxiously for the result of the move- 
small clean tins might be used. ment now set on foot,
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THE FOUL-BROOD ACT. NEW ZEALAND BEEKEEPERS’ 
--—— ASSOCIATION. 

Ir will be noticed in the report of the meeting of a gale 

the New Zealand Beekeepeis’ Association, published Tux regular monthly Committee meeting was held : : x 
in this issue, that the Secretary stated he knew at cia and ee oe oS ae pba : 
nothing of the progress of the Billin Parliawnent  '% Tay Gti) at 7 oy Mayor Boole ia Oe ele 5 a fn The minutes of the previous meeting having been beyond the first reading. Since then we have Hetea fen anne Si 
received a letter from the President of the ‘'°4¢ 4nd conlrmed, the Secretary rea ereporr 
Association at Wellington, stating that, owing to et ‘a oa iy hee 7 bein the blocking of all business by the tariff debate aa aaa aed aaen as de eciaae anes 
and other Government measures, he feared the - ee ESDP is ; : Ag 
shat i i s this session were Mr, Chairman and Gentlemen,—Your sub-committee, on 
chances of Bene ne et ace tl & vernment $0ing through the supplement to the Government Gazette 
very small, but he had consulted the Gove: ee dated January 30th, 1888, containing the scale of rates and 
on the matter and hoped they would take itin charges on the New Zealand railways, we found —tst. ‘That 
hand so as to get it through before the close of — extracted honey of local production, packed, is zated under 
the session. We are quite certain that Mr Lawry _ class C, and the charge per ton for 100 miles is £1 13s. 7d. 

ee as ond wa muss, wal and 2nd, The same as above for export in not less than 10 cwt. 
aS RGOIDS AS, 028! Ss 2 f lots, is rated under class D, and the charge per ton for 100 trust that he may get a favourable opportunity  mniles is £1 6s. 6d. 
to push the Bill through. In the meantime we have 3rd. The same in kegs or casks is rated under class B, and 
decided to publish the draft to give our readers an the charge per ton ger miles is Ae - Oa es : 

RUAN Bis a awa ae 5 é 4th. Beeswax is ra under class and arge per opportunity of discussing it. It will be found in Gitouiecmulests eee . 
another column. 5th. Of apiarian implements only bee-hives are mentioned, 

and these are rated under the highest class (A), the same as 
beeswax, and the charges are the same. 

VICTORIAN BEE COMPANY, LTD. _ 6th. We are given to understand that goods not specified 
in the Gazette are rated under class A, so that all apiarian 

Ba implements are charged the highest rates. 
: Mr. H. Na Hawilt With regard to the carriage of honey you will notice there 

WE have ae pom abe a ghia aus wae is a difference in the charges between the highest and lowest 
Victoria, BRE PE PIOSDECHUSHON SIP ESADOVE COMPANY): tas of 15s. per ton for 100 miles. Your sub-committee 
which is now being formed to take over the whole cannot see any reason why there should be this or any 
of Mr. Naveau’s stock of Italian bees, plant, etc., difference in the charges. Honey, if properly packed, is as 
and to carry on the business of honey-raising, etc., © of carriage, whether in cases or casks, as any other class 

1 le. The capital of the proposed 0 8904s, and it cannot possibly affect the cost of carriage to 
ee Be SCAG y | PI PyOP the railway department whether the honey is intended for 
company is £2,000, in 2,000 shares of £1 each; export or for local consumption. We notice that beer in 
1,000 of which are to be issued and called up to casks is carried at a lower rate than honey in casks. We are 
ios. per share, payment extending to ist of of epinion fet Toney) Seauls eparlel, either lnNeiseta 

. 29 Fy ; casks, in large small qu: s, Should be rai under 
December, 1888. ‘The site of the proposed honey class db, the same as fresh fruit, to which (so far as they may 
farm is between Mounts Sturgeon and Abrupt, in jth be considered as country produce) honey can be compared. 
the heart of the eucalypti country on the bank of Beeswax, though a raw material produced in the country, 
the river Wannon. Mr. G, Dilnot has been ap- chetiy etd We for epee Puppores and exported) oe 

7 / present charged an exorbitan rate compared wil other 
pointed secretary and general manager, and Mr. country produce, and we can see no reason why it should not 
Herman Naveau aplary manager. 5 [ be ated the same as recommended for honey, in class D. 

The directors have been fortunate in securing Beehives and all other apiarian appliances which can fairly 
the services of the latter gentleman, and we have no te compares wih serioni plenten me See opinion 

¢ j r should be carried at the same rates as the latter, under class C. Goubt whatever, from what Mi ni OF ae {ha}, "Paling into\consideration the fact thata great deal ob fe 
under his charge the aplary will give a goodaccount  yaterial connected with apiculture has to pass twice over one 
of itself. It is a good thing for the honey trade of or other of the railway lines of the colony, and the complaints 
Victoria that there is every prospect of the markets constantly being made of the high rates for carriage, we are 
being supplied with a reliable brand of honey ; for of opinion that if our recommendations are Carried) out, it sul) 
5 * erctand’ there iota. be the means of giving an impetus to the industry of bee- 
Just now, we are given to understand, x ; keeping throughout the colony, and cause an increase to the great quantity of manufactured honey being sold in revenue of the railway department from this source. 
Melbourne and other large towns. We wish the We would suggest that if our recommendations meet with 

your approval, and the report be adopted, that copies be sent 
pebabyenscry success. to the Hon, the Minister of Public Works, Mr. Lawry, 

allie es M.H.R., and Mr, C, Hudson, Traffic Manager, Auckland 
Railways, with a request from your Committee that the 

DEPARTURE OF MR. R. J. KENDALL. recommendations be favourably entertained.—G, L. PEA- 
Je COCKE, Chairman sub Committee. 

WE are sorry to state that our friend and contributor, Mr. The report was unanimously adopted, and it was 
Kendall, has left for fresh fields. He had for some time decided to act as suggested. 
contemplated returning to the United States, but finally made The Secretary reported that no further steps had 
up his mind to try Victoria first, and left for Melbourne last bi ¢ ith d h q Gthe uioul 
month, Feeling very unsettled of late prevented him contri- een taken with regard to the passing of the Fou 
buting to the Jowrnal regularly, but he has promised to take Brood Bull, now before Parliament, beyond the first 
up the running again as soon as he gets settled and has had reading, so far as he was aware, and he had written 
time to see how things in the bee line are moving in Victoria. tg their president expressing a hope that the Bul We shall be very pleased when that time comes, for Mr. _ aban h ay : buahadl 
Kendall is a very pleasant and amusing writer, Wewishhim WOuld De Drought on Aga this session, but had not 
every success received a reply. The Committee expressed their
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belief that Mr. Lawry would lose no chance for both ways added, would be too heavy. The carriage either 
pushing the matter, but the tariff debate had thrown He or lane Beene oer ay ee eee ee % tever scheme may be suggested this must be reduced to 

all ae baa We should no doubt a minimum. It seems to me that the chief cause of our 
hear of the matter s hortly. { ¢ trouble is in the direction indicated, and I will now point out 

___ Mr. O. Poole then, in accordance with the notice how I think the difficulty may be got over, while at the same 
given at the last meeting, moved, “That the whole time the small beekeeper and the industry generally would be 

. matter of marketing honey be taken fee consider: greatly benefited. There should be an establishment—cail 
6 ‘avai alcwith th we Gani ih it a honey depot, if you like—in each of the cities that happen, 

ation and discussed, wl e view of arriving atthe hike Auckland, for instance, to be the centre of a large bee- 
best and most economical means of placing mem- keeping district, where honey in large or small lots could be 
bers’ honey on the market for sale.” This was sent to be tinned, labelled, cased, graded, and sold, at cer- 
seconded by Mr. Peacocke, and carried. Mr. eae fixed rates, according to quantity. It has been suggested 
Degiath athe follow . 4 that the association might undertake it, but this is out of the 
oole then read’ the tollowing paper 0 question, as the association is not a trading company. And 

Markerinc Honey. again, it was suggested to forma honey company, but this, 

Mr, Chairman and Gentlemen,—The prosperity or other. ae Bes Se are eon cone ant ie, Mr. i a n,— - ritish Bi a being i i 
wise of apiculture depends entirely upon the state of the jg that thigdds pee aha heealieee tendeete Gan a 
honey trade, and the former can only be successful when the work, BEd haveciG deat it the! majority of our best Cpe 

ttc eT inretden i Now Delend eoncaces Waa rammesaiye he rppery fy 61 iia > a A 2 S who w e be s — wi 
me that the honey trade here is not in a healthy condition ; respectable uk 6 38 ae te Gintide anit cnee ie 
therefore I am not surprised to find that the industry of bee- were done I am sure the cost to the beekeeper fouleinniae 
Keeping is languishing and beekeepers complaining. Iam  ¢tc.,, would be reduced to the lowest, as the fins, labels, and 
Be ey laronean, poriateie umes ont aan PES TOuS De pucheae! by eanin late eee A eae aes : shee é a great saving effected in this way. e firm could also 

rg ie matter oh inating one Wecee emplbitable veslp tb spd valle ae a 
all only too painfully aware of the esa oe of this S supe honey fos te im caren z aa abe ter seh 
branch of beekeeping, and while the present condition of erated by tie bes kecher oan a tade [er ‘gees Gene 
things lasts it is hopeless to expect any improvementin the  cogt of tinning, etc., should be deducted from the proceeds 
business, Compared with beekeeping in the old country, it ofthe sale so that the beekeeper would not be at any im- 
is a remarkable fact that in the practical work of the apiary mediate outlay in preparing his honey for market, which in 
you are a long way ahead, but generally speaking you are many cases would be a great convenience. i 

A een ad eben or ete eitees! og nee on on ie etl ee ou: acting as aly i . ‘ ti ¥ 
some of the principal bee and honey shows in England, and avalos I ae a ae oe ae ‘pmosiosbley pDHaelEnA 

know whereof I speak. It is quite a common thing here to beekeepers can be induced to study their own, interests, and 
aie oo a jaran Reais auimeeteney surely the lesson they must have learnt by this time while 

Severa aln ki the old lines will 
auction room, in every sort of vessel that will hold it. Some TOBE day écHenle tint (HOLA out a! prota of Bone 
in rusty biscuit and kerosene tins, more again in leaky kegs, — condition of beekeeping. 
and I have actually seen extracted honey put up in wooden 
boxes. The wonder to me is that those who pack honey in A vote of thanks was unanimously accorded Mr. 
this manner can expect a purchaser fer it. Once nowand pole for his interesting and valuable paper. 
again a parcel may be met with decently packed, but this is Aft Naeratt a tt i ie 
the exception. I have seen a great deal sold at auction, and aoe ee eee coin EE Cee SeoH SHE aaa 
very rarely known it to bring more than 14d per lb—a resolved to postpone the discussion of the subject 
ruinous price for honey, yet it was quite as much as the bee- till time had been given for distant members to 
keeper deserved. And if the evil ended there it would not send in any suggestions they feel disposed to make 
matter, but unfortunately all our beekeepers are injuriously thay a ise the Cl ‘thee In the main 
affected by the action of the careless ones amongst them. Se OY) aoe © ee aa OT eae 
Such a state of things would not be tolerated in the old The hour of meeting then came up for discussion. 
country, and considering the question has such an important Several members of the committee suggested hold- 
ene oui future of eee Ine in se os ine ing the meetings in the afternoon, as being more 

is Association cannot assist the industry more than by : a 
taking the matter of marketing honey in hand and sticking Sees for most of aa and for country mem 
to it until some means are found to remedy the evils that now bers coming Into town, ft was finally resolved that 
exist. If it can do this, and I haven't the least doubt of the the hour of meeting be 2.30 p.m., on the first Fri- 
Association being able to accomplish anything it takes in day in the month instead of 7.30 p.m., as at present. } 
hand, it will have earned the good-will of every beekeeper yy z 
in the country, even supposing it never did anything else. Thelustal vote of thanks concluded tue meee) 

I do not for a moment pretend to be able to solve the jd hee 
difficulty myself, and the object of this paper is chiefly to 
draw attention to the matter and form a basis for discussion. ERICA ARBOREA FOR SHELTER AND BEE 
T shall, however, give an opinion upon some points that I FOOD. 
think worthy of consideration, and I should like to see the & 
discussion of the subject postponed till some future meeting. —— 
In the meantime the members of this Association might be ‘ a ‘ : 
invited through the journals to assist by giving their opinions ‘Tis is a most usetul plant for the apiary. Grown as a 
and suggestions. By these means the committee may receive hedge it affords good shelter for hives, and belonging to 

oe eee ue eee hele tor todevise the heath family is sufficient to recommend it as a bee 

Now, before a healthy trade in honey can be established, plant. 
the article must be put up in proper trade packages, suitable We have made arrangements by which we can supply 
for the market it is intended for. It must be neatly put up, ; 1 1b: ed. t 6 gp 35 + 100 
labelled, and cased, fit to go into any grocery store, par- large plants, wel Pome ts, BU GEE DER COG, CP ebay ie 
ticular attention being paid to the grading. It iscleartome, Smaller plants 25s. per 100, with 1s. 6d. added for 
however, that this cannot be done with profit by small bee- packing case. 
keepers, with their two, three, or four hundred pounds of ee ator tat ned 
honey, particularly when located a long distance from town, If planted four feet apart a close and ornamental hedge 
ag the cost of getting small lots of material, with the freight will be obtained which will bear trimming to any extent®
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FOUL-BROOD AND DISEASE IN BEES ment signed and in the form set forth in the Second Schedule 5 
also, the cost of carriage, and the payment of the expert’s fee 

PREVENTION ACT. as_hereinafter Soden for. Pevided always that if the 

a keeper of the infected bees shall, in the opinion of the com- 

1. The Short Title of this Act is The Foul Brood and plainants, take sufficient steps to destroy by fire the suspected 

Disease in Bees Prevention Act, 1888.” hives, combs, and bees, then it shall be unnecessary to send 

2. In the construction of this Act, if not inconsistent with the suspected combs to the bee-expert, as above described, 
the context > 9. On receipt of a parcel of comb for examination, the 

bee-expert shall examine the same without delay, and if, in 

“< Bee-keeper ” means any person who keeps or allows tobe _ his opinion, the comb is infected with contagious disease, or if 

kept on his property one or more colonies of honey-bees. it be free from disease, he shall notify the fact in writing 
“ Bee-expert” means any person skilled in apiculture forthwith to the complaining beekeepers, as also to the 

appointed by law to carry out the provisions of this Act with constable ; and shill transmit with such notification directions 

regard to the examination of bees, beehives, or combs 3° to the steps to be taken with respect to the colony or 
alleged to be diseased, and the ordering of measures to be colonies of bees from which the combs were taken ; and upon 

taken with respect to diseased bees, hives, and combs, by the the receipt of such notification from the bee-expert, the con- 
owner or other duly-authorised person. stable shall notify the keeper of the infected or suspected bees 

PeTdiye > cuall mean any, hox, besket)skep,,becrel,;or, any of the result of the examination, and require him, within 

: oy ay Oe See eas > three days, to carry out the instructions of the bee-expert to 
other receptacle in which bees are domiciled. the satisfaction of the complaining beekeepers ; and, in case 

“Colony of bees” means the number of bees confined in he shall fail to carry out such instructions within the time 

any hive. specified to the satisfaction of the complainants, they shall 

3. For the purposes of this Act there shall be appointed by ee puck ae £0 oe poe aera who oa 

the Governor one or more bee-experts to carry out the duties direct a constable to accompany the said complainants Pane 
Hereinafter set ‘forth: premises of the keeper of the infected colonies of bees, and 

4. After the passing of this Act it shall not be lawful for shall authorise such constable to carry out the instructions of 

avy beekeeper knowingly to keep or allow to be kept upon eee au: and nas aus ee caseithe often ne eed 

his premises any colonies of bees infected with ‘‘ foul-brood ” oa Ae ee tieiecsts nd ‘ ra eae ye bee ors 

or other contagious bee disease, without taking the proper - nae erloss of Saas ee RES memes 

means described in the first Schedule to cure such disease ; bee Fomplaining Saree OF shall oe Se st h 

and if, for more than seven days after becoming aware that LO ae ie engne e aoneet is Mee 4 S a ie 

any bees on his premises are affected with contagious disease, apne eu VON) pS UGH ots offic pec pe 
he shall neglect to destroy by fire or to take the proper i le to a fine not exceeding twenty shi'lings for each infected 

measures to cure such disease, he shall be liable to a fine not net Ta 
exceeding forty shillings. 11. The fee payable to the bee-expert for examination ot 

, 5. Ifin any locality where colonies of bees are kept within One oe ce comb shall be five shillings, and for other 

six miles of other domesticated bees there is reason to suspect chili ee eats eee ss eee CE 

that any such bees in such colonies are diseased, it shall be son ae Fae aioe bial ee rid 1 b b 

lawful for any two beekeepers to send in writing a notice to i eee ch any ea eae Come ae! 

the owner of such colonies, and require him to satisfy them the bee-expert, his fee, and all costs attending such examina- 
by any reasonable means that his bees are free from disease, tion and incidental to the complaint, shall be payable by the 

or otherwise that he has taken measures to eradicate the complaining beekeepers if the comb or combs be reported 

disease by destroying the infected hives, bees, and combs, TEs oe pone an ciane gee 3 ae a te es 
or otherwise by treating them by one of the modes ae ae y ee then serie pric. costs shall De Payee 

» described in the First Schedule. A copy of such notice shall y Deets e f Ae disease Sn I kent 

be forwarded at the same time by the complainants, accom- 13. Ne aHe cS, oi othe pe ies ae aH ra 

panied by their names and addresses to the nearest Magistrate. eee hive or hives for the purpose’ of exaniiaution’ By, fa 
6. On receipt of such notice the owner of such geet Of bee-expert, if such hive or hives shall be removed or inter- 

which complaint has been made, shall forthwith take steps to fered with in Sram net mbeeeyee Py ANY: PETSORs OE if any, 

satisfy the complainants by whom the notice was sent, either Dereon shall obliterate ob otherwise ies eRe any official 

by allowing them to inspect the suspected bees, combs, and mae placed upon such hive ot eed Nee oe upon 

hives, or by other reasonable means, that the said bees, ine authority of the bee-expert, the Keep © peel er): 

combs, and hives are free from disease, or that he has taken Awe shall be liable to a fine not exceeding sixty shillings 

the proper measures to eradicate the disease if the same °* each hive or mark so interfered with. 5 
ode 14. All fines and penalties made payable under this Act 

7. If after the expiration of three days from receipt of the shall be recoverable summarily under ‘‘ The Justices of the 

notice the keeper of the suspected colonies neglect to reply to heated ED 
the notice, or if, having replied, he fail to satisfy the senders a =< 
Pe eee el tora the preceding clatsenit hall be SCHEDULES. 
lawful for them to complain in writing to the nearest Magis: First SCHEDULE 
trate, reporting such neglect, a copy of such complaint being Mae ais: simon 
at the same time sent to the offending beekeeper ; and on In bad cases, total destruction of bees, hives, and combs 

receipt of such complaint the said Magistrate shall, with- by fire. 
out delay, instruct a constable to accompany the complain- In mild cases, or as a preventive, any of the following 
ants, and with them to enter upon the premises of the remedies :— 
offending beekeeper, and then and there to require him to No. 1. Salicylic-acid, solution for mixing with syrup for 

open such hives and expose such combs as the said com- feeding bees, painting the interior of hives, and spraying 

plainants may direct ; and, in case of his refusal, to authorise combs and frames—Salicylic acid, 10z.; soda borax, I0z. 5 
the said complainants themselves to open and examine such water, 4 pints, 

_ hives and combs as they may deem necessary, Medicated syrup for feeding bees affected with contagious 

8. ifafter such inspection the said complainants shall be disease :—(a) For use from August to May: Ordinary table 

satisfied of or suspect the existence of disease in all or any of sugar or honey, rolb.; water, 7 pints; vinegar, 102. ; 

the hives so inspected, the constable shall require the said _ salicylic-acid solution No. 1, 102. salt, 1oz. Mix and boil 

beekeeper, or in case of his refusal, the said complainants, to for a few minutes. (b) For use from May to August: 

cut out from each suspected hive a portion of comb not Ordinary table sugar or honey, Jolb. ; water, 5 pints; 

exceeding six inches square, and to place each portion or vinegar, Loz. salicylic-acid solution No. 1, tz. ; salt, 3402. 
portions of comb in separate tin cases or boxes, marking the Mix and boil for a few minutes. 
same with a legible mark corresponding to a mark placed No. 2. Absolute Phenol : Pure phenol in crystals, 1202, 5 
upon the respective hives from which the portions of comb water, 30z. Shake well until dissolved. 
were taken, and then and there to seal such case or box, and No. 3. Phenol Solution: Pure phenol solution, No. 2, 

to deliver the same thus packed and sealed to the constable  1oz. : water, 1 pint. Shake well until the oily appearance 
for transmission to the nearest expert, together with a docu- has entirely disappeared.
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Phenolated Syiup :—For tse from August io May: Sugar grounds than as put forward by some individual 
syrup as given in recipe for medicated syrup (a) (omitting (when the discussion is apt to take the form of a 

salicylic-acid solution No. 1), 1 pint ; phenol solution No. 3, l eet ileal 1 lib ff 
10z. For use from May to August : Sugar syrup as given in Personal quarre ), he wi ake the liberty o: 
recipe (b) (omitting the salicylic-acid solution No. 1), 1 pint; Omitting all allusion to the one, who has in this 
phenol solution No. 3, 10z. i case made them, only ‘begging readers to give all 

No. 4. Phenol solution for spraying bees and combs: the more weight to the objections, knowing from 
Absolute phenol solution No. 2, Yor. ; water, 5 quarts. Hi ble hand tt 2 

General Treatment of Diseased Bees :—Remove the W08@.adie hand they come. i ‘i - 
diseased bees with their hive from its position and put another I. With regard to the effect of wind playing 
hive, that has previously been disinfected by painting the directly on the front of a hive with the entrance 

ier wih. No.1 slaton of saegicacd oe No.3 soliton reduced to a half-inch width, and threeeighths 
bes from the old tive, ‘spray them with No. 1 solution or deep, if no allowance ic made for disturbing 
wich No, 4 solution, and put them in the new hive. Remove Causes, common arithmetic will show that enough 
most or all of their honey, and feed the bees on medicated or air will enter in a ten-mile breeze to change the 
Ale eaves, antl cured oladliseese. aces pag me whole internal air once every half-minute, the 
De r ohiy dis’ anner described, as aiso thi fe : : 

eas cal edenie Rit tieea eentintconises @initne, acoulca contents being assumed as 1,000 inches. 
Mieersedibecs of (hain hive: As the winter winds are the ones which concern 

} the apiarist most intimately, it means that only 
ee ED UE haphazard obstructions, and the heat of the 

To the Bee-expert [ere insert name and address]. clustering of bees, prevent the inside temperature 
z CONSTABLE aes me and peenart, nase from being continuously lowered during the whole 

ace ioe vert Gana ontonias pela te of the storm a the somperature of the wind, which 
believed to contain or have contained diseased bees, and] let us deal with as at least below 40° for a con- 
desire you to examine such combs and report to me and to siderable number of nights every New Zealand 
[Here insert names and addresses of complaining bee- winter. To this & priori conclusion, based on 

keepers} in writing your decision and the steps to be taken known laws of the motion of air, it may be 
with such bees, combs, and hives from which such portions of : 
comb were taken. Fee for examination and report enciosed.  Objected :— j ; 

Tihareckes (a) That the wind seldom, if ever, gets full play 
ALB Coneable, on the front as assumed. ys 
ae Let us hope that it does not; but if the effect 

is, what is probable, it should make beekeepers 
'{S THE VENTILATION OF HIVES AS doubly careful that it should not. However, 

YET PERFECTED ? it may well be doubted if it does not oftener 
fas eee happen than is expected. Certainly enough 

By J. RB. M. hives have been seen by the writer very carelessly 
Ill. placed. Even, however, with vare, the eddying 

_ In vol. i. pp.9, 27 an endeavour was made to draw winds will both cause compression of air, and play ; 

attention to the probable effect of wind on the air direct. on places out of its direct line. Take’ a 
inside a Langstroth hive, judging from its known blustering night; through what window, what 
action in other cases; and again, under the heading door, what keyhole does not the cold air drive in, time 
“Ts the Ventilation of Hives yet Perfected 2” on after time ? And a twenty-mile wind will produce 
pp. 149 — 166 attention was drawn to the ™any a ten-mile back current. Moreover, a direct: 
probable effect’ of the excessive power of the impact is not necessary to do all the evil predicted. 

internal motive force for ventilation, when least An 80° variation would have nearly the same 
wanted, and its weakness when most wanted—the ¢flect on the Langstroth rebated entrance ; and 
motive force being that evolved by the difference 180° variation would by suction of the air out of 

between the temperature of the external air and the entrance draw down nearly the equivalent to 
the internal air as heated by the bees. The com- 4M entering wind. 
plete absence of any carefully conducted and (b) That even if it did, the effect does not, and, 
systematic experiments on both these heads, as far it could easily be shown, cannot take place (1) 
as the writer knows, must be his excuse for bring- because the wind would generally break us own 
ing the subject forward on the grounds given. It force by the play on the surface of the hive; (2) 
was done in the hope that the probably more because it must be assumed that thick mats and 
serious effect of the two forces alluded to, thanis cotton wool padding on the ventilating holes are 
generally supposed, would lead to more attention wsed; and so it even becomes a question, whether 
and the needed experiments. It wasthenintended any of the ten-mile breeze could force its way im at 
to suggest the kinds of experiments needed, when all; (3) because we should long ago have heard of 
some courteous but strong demurrers to the con- the frequent destruction of whole colonies, if it did 
clusions drawn appeared in vol. i. p. 183, and vol. ii. have the effect stated. 
p. 6, from the hand of the eminent New Zealand With regard to (1), a certain amount of percen- 
apiarist, the elder Mr Mulvany. tage must be allowed for the constant agitation 

As the writer cannot hope to have any attention around the entrance of the hive, due to the wind 
paid to suggested experiments, unless he can show _ striking the front, and being driven up and down, 
pretty strong @ priori grounds for the need of left andright. But even if we allow 500 per cent. 
them, he will first allude to the objections raised to it makes the effect still alarming enough; and per ~ 
his conclusions; but as it is always pleasanter contra it must be remembered that the triangular - 
reading if such objections are dealt with on general rebate in the floor-board of the usual Langstroth
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tends to act as a funnel, and so counteract much of But what, if instead of a nailed airtight cover, 

the benetit which, we might legitimately hope, there is a porous substance like mats, and a cover 

would accrue from the agitation ; and lastly, that with holes, and only resting on the top by virtue of 

the agitation itself is not wholly again, for there its weight? The law involved in the hydraulic 

are quite enough ascertained facts to show that the press comes into operation. If a small half-inch 

air in such cases temporarily gets compressed, and _ pipe connected with a small hand pump enters one 

go exerts a new and less resistible force, which goes corner of the cylinder with a pressure of say 1 lb., 

a long way towards neutralising the beneficial there is exerted on the piston head as many pounds 

effect. For instance. it is generally accepted that pressure as the piston head contains the superficial 

in front of a locomotive engine a regular wedge of area of the little pipe. So that, if the air enters a 

compressed air is formed. And the following also hive with a pressure of a quarter ounce on a surface 

was a specimen of it, which came under the writer’s of a half-inch entrance, it would be able, if it was 

own observation. An outhouse furnace chimney, allowed to exert its full power, to bring the same 

well above its own roof, but standing some eight pressure on every half-inch square of the mat; and, 

feet in front of a flat wall of a higher building, had if the cover was closed and tight, it would do the 

a patent revolving cowl, which worked a large fan same to it; that is, in the aggregate, a pressure of 

screw inside. Usually, the harder the wind the some 15 Ibs., enough to lift it off and more. Of 

stronger the up draught, owing to the increased course, this never is fully exerted, because of the 

rapidity of the screw. Butin heavy south-westerly ventilation holes, the leakage at the joints, and 

gales, which played flat on the wall, occasionally — still more the regurgitation at the entrance ; but it 

the depth of compressed air was sufficient to reach is fatal to the hope that because there are thick 

the chimney, and was driven right down the mats and padded holes no wind at all would be 

chimney, the fan screw working rapidly against it able to enter. 

all the time. Nothing but great compression of What we are, | am afraid, obliged to expect takes 

the air could have done this. Much more in the place in the case of even a well matted hive in 

case of a right-angled floor-board would the a strong cold wind is this: a plug of cold air at 

compression just at the angle be apt to be con- once overcomes the still air at the entrance, and 
siderable. enters, meeting with the perpendicular sides of the 

With regard to (2), even if the top was nailed on apex of the rebate in the floor board; some of it 

and hermetically sealed the wind would force its shoots straight up on the clustering bees ; some is 

_way in. The power of gases, liquids, and solids in driven up sideways among the adjacent combs ; 

motion over those at rest is well known. Take the agitation is communicated necessarily to the 

the case of the common water-ram. A fall of 4ft. whole air inside, and the whole temperature rapidly 

of water at rest would merely raise another column lowered. Should the blast last many seconds, the 

in the other side of the syphon to its own level of pressure is increased, and the mats are slightly 

4ft, But if once the down column of water is lifted as the air struggles to pass through them ; 

allowed’ to get in motion, it will, if suddenly the air above rushes out of the ventilating holes, 

checked, raise the other column to something like and should not sufficient escape take place, a re- 

70ft. gurgitation takes place at the entrance, and lastly, 

Take again the case of the common steam in- the cover is slightly raised, should the pressure 

jector. The steam in a boiler has a pressure of increase too much to be relieved by the regurgi- 

say 100 lbs. to the square inch. Conduct a pipe _ tation, etc. 

from the top of this boiler, bend it downwards, But it may be said (3) that if all this took place 
turn it against its own side, where a valve isformed more colonies would have succumbed than have 

and is kept closed by the said pressure of 100 lbs. been noticed to do so. The article in the last 
en eyery square inch of the surface of the valve: number, p. 6, partly supplies the answer to this. 
if the steam in the pipe is only liberated for a space [ft is there said, that without fatal effect, even to 
of an inch so as to get into motion, it will not only brood, the temperature can fall below 50°; and 

force open the valve and enter, but carry in with elsewhere, that wintering hives can be kept safely 
it a quantity of water, And yet the dead pressure jn a cold cellar at 28° occasionally, ete. Probably 

of the steam in the pipe is the same as that of bees can sustain a very considerable amount of 

water pressing against the valve. cold when clustered together. The outside bees 

What hope then can we have that the wind are warmed from within, and the inside bees pro- 

playing on the still air in the open entrance of the tected from the cold by the outside ones. But the 
hive will not enter almost as if unopposed? The question the writer has ventured to put before 

elasticity cf the air inside will at best act as a readers, is not whether bees can shift with 

pump, pamping backwards and forwards the cold their present ventilation arrangements, but whether 

air under successive blasts, and mixing rapidly ventilation and the regulation of the temperature 
with it. For in this case of a hermetically sealed of hives is perfected. And the same article quotes 

hive, the air will, when the pressure is sufficient, something apropos also of this. . No less an autho- 

_ regurgitate at the entrance; just as when a full rity than Mr. Root testifies to the fact that the 

bottle is held under a tap, and the water enters by most prosperous colony which he ever owned was 
virtue of the power which it obtains by motion, one that was kept most thoroughly warm. His 

the still water is forced out. It is true it checks words are—‘so completely enveloped in chaff, 

the incoming water a little, but it does not stop it that they sent a stream of warm air out of their 
at the entrance. hives during frosty nights in March, etc.” Whether
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this was due to its accidental protection from precipitate of sub-oxide of copper is thrown down; 
winds, or to its careful envelopment in chaff, at cane-sugar does not act in this way, but cane-sugar 
all events it testifies to the value of great warmth; by treatment with acids readily changes, and is 
and would go towards inducing beekeepers to take transformed into equal quantities of dextrose and 
every precaution to protect their bees against what _levulose, precisely as they naturaily occur in honey. 
the writer maintains must be the ordinary effect of Did honey, therefore, include cane-sugar as one of 
cold wind on a hive, until experiments should its normal constituents it would stand to reason 
prove that some extraordinary exception to the that after treatment with acid the same weight of 
laws of gases in motion takes place in their case. honey should throw down a larger proportion of 

He cannot then but think that a jury of twelve the red sub-oxide of copper than before such 
honest and true British jurymen would return a addition of acid. ‘This, however, is not the case. 
true bill on the subject, and (leaving the question It is well-known that the sweet secretion of flowers 
of and the objections to the conclusions on the consists principally of cane-sugar, and that therefore 
internal ventilating power evolved by the heat of it must undergo some change before it is stored in 
the bees to another number) will venture tosuggest the comb in the form of honey. Cane-sugar, as 
in the next number a series of experiments. After above pointed out, on being heated with an acid 
due criticism from others, he hopes that several readily yields dextrose and levulose, but the bee 
New Zealand and Australian beekeepers, who cannot have recourse to such means. The change 
have leisure and sufficiently accurate habits of is brought about in this way. In all digestive 
observation, will carry them out on a wniform processes which take place in the body of animals, 
scale, so that every error or accidental disturbing certain solvent substances, ferments, are called into 
element may be eliminated. play whose function it is to dissolve those food 

(To be continued.) constituents which are solid, and to alter others 
into such compounds as can readily be absorbed 
and brought into circulation. Thus, in the case of 

JOTTINGS. nitrogenous matter, the pepsin contained in the 
cS ee gastric juice readily brings them into solution ; in 

By LaumeDeare PRN. the case of starch our saliva exerts a most powerful 

In last month’s issue I note a short article on the 2%4 almost instantaneous action. In the vegetable 
proposed duty on imported honey ; this I consider kingdom also, ce are numerous ; in fact, in all 
is another step in the right direction, and as the C#8eS Of Geren, and of germinative growth; ter, 
writer very aptly observes “not so much to protect ment are ae eats yen rahe solving agents. we 
ourselves in competing with pwre honey of foreign Fee s a oe & cee so are ferments to a 
production, but to check the importation of the |1VID8 Ce". An analogous GaapeG Of aa yaty Sa 
cheap and spurious kind.” nature conyerts cane-sugar of the flower in the 

Now for a few notes gleaned on this subject OY of a bee into the mixture of Lae 
which may be of interest to your readers. Honey denies mae cri SO ce Bele ee 
essentially consists of water and sugar, and of the Pe B : i yeeuit 2 ene wea ae Gineae 
former water is found in varying proportions, some- ©°2P8€S: © : in ae He a ie el ead ° 
times from twelve to twenty-three per cent., but the pean Balen er, Ye OS ae the Pia gues 
normal proportion is from eighteen to twenty-one ; Besides the two sugars found in Wee ee nied 
when the percentage falls below eighteen, the milk, sugar, starch, and dextrine, all act 10-RO Re 
honey is very hard and solid, and when higher light, turning it more or less to the right ; but when 

than twenty-one it is frequently very clear, but the trealce math acids) ey od eteg eae ee 
clearness and transparency of any given sample of They, BEE ai nOtG Oncae converted ie genet 
honey does not always depend on the quantity of With the exception of cane-sugar which, as, above 
Be raalones mentioned, yields both dextrose and levulose, 

Normal honey almost invariably gradually divides Now the rotation to the left of levulose is greater 

into two portions, a crystalline and solid one, and than the Toranoni ta the menor ie sada e 
a syrrupy one devoid of the power of crystallisation  4€*trose; hence, re mes oan o aber fan 
and rather sweeter than the solid portion. quantities, as in honey, Ane) Polar secar Ay Sue bata as 
Chemically, these two dissimilar fractions are pcs poi a Seer aaa aHDe tS 
identical in composition, both containing particles right it fo ae ae rae sag era # ues 
of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in the proportion 8 made to honey, the mixture on being polarise 
Bite) bwelve to sic must be turned to the right, thus possessing per- 

They are also identical in most of their chemical ft!y distinct optical properties readily distinguish- 
reactions, such as their behaviour to alkalies orto ‘"8 ae paaa Mess Ms ae Hae 
the solutions of copper or silver, but physically °Pecially ana . i the case 5 eae in ee 
they possess very widely different properties. The COD8CDETS: an pot ae a sei aoe Pe laa 
crystalline portion, when examined microscopically 7 Se ee oe 
with polarised light, twists the ray from its ordinary ac 
straight path to the right, and is on this account I note Mr. Hooker’s painful experience of 
called dextrose ; the liquid portion, when examined bee stings. When manipulating mine I generally 
this way, twists the ray to the left, and has been have handy a smali stoppered bottle of strong liquid 
named levulose. If dextrose or levulose be treated ammonia, and when stung, after removing the sting, 
with an alkaline solution of copper sulphate a red touch the part affected with a drop of the liquor,
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which quickly allays all irritation. I have had as fact is, that, given access to resinous matter, I have 
many as seven stings in as many minutes when invariably found that every normal colony of bees 
wanes ee ana Ab TEL ce never ee a0 ue gees ee He pee draught—or ee 

ad effects. Sometimes in the beginning of the lation, if you prefer the te1m—by stopping, plaster- 
season, before I get properly inoculated, the parts ing and varnishing every way of access for both air 
swell when stung, but after a week’s work amongst and moisture other than through the entrance 
the bees I feel no further inconveinc nce. which, in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases in a 

I note J. R. M.’s query on page 8 volune ii. thousand, are at the bottom. I have also observed 
paragraph 4 with regard to longitudinal versus in this that there has been a sort of warfare con- 
transverse frames. Let me suggest that by cutting a tinually waged between the modern beekeeper and 
sloping way on the side of the floor-board and the stupid, ignorant (?), propolising bee. 
blocking the original entrance for winter, or vice A third fact is that, having been allowed to stop 
versa for summer use, would not entail the extra all upward ventilation, and under ordinary circum- 
expense of new floor-boards. I have been experi- stances sufficient not coming in at the entrance, 
ee ay oo the tae off the eas ee is ae 7 a few hee being told off 
small bent wood slats, and to my surprise I find the _ to perform ventilating duties with their wings. 
bees cluster under the mat instead of lying snug Now, then, friends, putting these few facts to- 
between the combs, yet the entrance to the hive is gether, do you not think that, if we want to assist 

at its usual narrow winter limit. His those little air-fanners we ought to go carefully along- 
I see you mention the “ Wiley ie” re honey side of them and direct our attention to where they 

comb being made and stored with glucose are operatinga//he entrance below the brood chamber? 
artificially. It is a wonder to me that the per- Do you know I have often thought that our 
petrator of this ‘scientific pleasantry” was not scientific (?) system of ventilation is at fault in that 
kicked out of his Government berth long ago, and the windows are opened at the top, or the ventila- 
tarred and pen es into the bargain, and ‘then put tors of whatever kind are placed in the top of the 
in an asylum for idiots. I did hear some two walls or ceiling, keeping our heads in an atmo- 
years ago of some American apiarists who ted their sphere twenty or thirty degrees hotter than our feet, 
Ness ae te Ene Sy eumns ak was Mesa pierenting us pores ue to a agente On. 
into the sections by them when the lower frames eeping our heads cool and our feet warm. 
were full. ‘here may be something in this, but Idid course I am not now thinking of a draughty win- 
not pay much attention to it. dow and our feet toasting at the fire. I think that 

T hear that two apiarists in this district have sent not only have beekeepers, but perhaps the scientific 
direct for a shipment of Carniolan queens, which world, much to learn from little Apzs JZ. Who 
are expected to arrive about the middle of October. amongst us would have concluded that a hollow 
May their venture be a success which I sincerely column would sustain a greater strain that a solid 
hope it will, ‘FOR IN THE GRAND LEXICON OF OUR one, but for natural demonstration in the heavy 
ART, THERE SHOULD BE NO SUCH WORD AS FAIL.” burden a stalk of wheat will sustain ? 

el eae I know I shall be told that heated air rises, and 

HIVE VENTILATION. that therefore we ought to make our ventilation at 
BY GB the ‘op. But is it heated air that we wish to get 

. ' WN. = ie i + 7 

Tu subject of hive ventilation that has appeared oe PO a aeige mene scidieas Hate agin 
. . the bees are desirous of getting out of the hive? 
in the last few issues of the Yourna/l must have fi 7 indi 4 ~ andI wish not to offend any in reminding them 
proved very refreshing to many readers; in fact, it woe ; ' ‘ that this is heavier than the ordinary atmosphere. 
seemed almost a necessity to clear the foul-broody ‘ ; Fi So may we not rightly conclude that our little 
atmosphere that the Zowrnal has been enveloped in fiends Know best what they are’about’ by worlt 
for a few months back. aes a ee aaah ? ei Peo ies Na 

I think we all ith J.R. M., i % all assent with» J..R. M.,)'* there: is Oh! but some say, what a waste of energy those 
no apology necessary for urging that the ventilation Binete dtindineal-the'door when them shoaiimpe 
should be considered on scientific principles,” for is i naa ia ie fae a Surel fade on ane 
it not on these principles, and on these alone, that *"4¥ Deu res nec antie ACR tne pe Tice ; 5 4 : make this comment are not serious! I’ve often 
every progressive move in all things natural that we heard it but really isdtnot absurd @ wiht enna 
put our hands to, must be made? And further, I’m ete dh eee ee 5 - 

it percentage of fanners to the whole population of a 
sure we are all thankful to your and owr esteemed 1 aye Ose that (orev wot ntny at 
correspondent, Mr Mulyany, who seems to so well eae Pet team eubP y y ge B é a the utmost is the number employed. 
weigh his ideas before penning them for reminding Tata sasel intormed. that thecal closeentn 
us as to “how desirable it is to excite inquiry, and a i Tims reserve: (on afiiirenoce 4 
seek to obtain zeliable observations of facts as the ie ic Ra i eo) es ane My haber a c et 
groundwork of any correct theory.” So just here, 2 fe ea a es lsat Te x Re Ficus i 
in connection with the subject of hive ventilation, BG ie hl i? te Les ie ae f Ya i f vA 
I would like to bring before your readers’ attention Se onto tate, SUC ES deme nae Cu Le 
Oncrouiin ace utmost importance to us and thousands of colonies 

The first fact that I observed in modern bee-hive OC ae Cee 
construction—eh ! I mean ancient styles too !—was [We trust our friend will not fail to give us all 
the ventilating holes in the /ops of the hives, en- the assistance he can to get to the bottom of this 
suring a direct or indirect draught through the hive, and the equally important subject —“ marketing 
and in some cases through the cluster. My second honey.”—Ep. |
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BEE GOSSIP. under the frames, and the gentle evaporation of the 
_—— gases prove fatal to the bacilli, but harmless to the 

By O. Poors. bees. The rotten substance in the cells dries up and 
Tur Heppon Hive.—The Rev. L. L. Langstroth — is removed by the bees. Previous to this treatment, : : mea y ¢ 2 
has written a very able article on this hive, of however, the worst combs are removed and 
which he expresses a very high opinion, ina late destroyed, and the rest sprayed with a disinfectant. 
number of Gleanings. And, whilst bitterly com- * Taco * * 

plaiaing of the way in which he himself was robbed chee Berrisdy Honuy” CaMmenn | aeereanen 

ot ve uae oe e ston Ty CDEn years announce the winding up of the British Honey 
ago by unscrupulous beekeepers, says + “T feel ita Company, which was calculated to do much good 
ee te eo se Whetapiucnce I Have among amongst a certain class of beekeepers by finding a beekeepers to secure for Mr. Heddon both the ready market for their honey, Its demise, how- 

ee ce hcinrone to yacht be! Geeius onouly ever, will have little effect upon the English honey 
eo die Jad nee a a 7 apiarists at home aaret ; an English apiarist can always dispose of 
ve ge gy tone ‘ei Daeeuneds E his honey if he will only take the trouble to put it 

4 5 * y up in neat packages and “ /ook up his customers.” 
After discussing the many advantages of the * % *% * 

hive, the rev. gentleman concludes: “I{ would, ETO o RCT ory ‘ 
therefore, not be afraid to risk my reputation for 25 BOING oR eee 

Dec tye wore etca value OE the forward the manipulation of hives, by the way in which the step which he has taken, even if I did not know that Chae GETEAG Ramee Haeeibesat Eien cd bythe ees 

ee peta t ne a mel pie ibe ire ee to the sides of the hive, making their removal often 
Beier ts vi rt ae ee ae op Gad a matter of difficulty, to say nothing of the jarring 
Ree gratad Giese Cypher ong tae sof the hive and consequent irritation of the bees. indeed, is high praise from the original inventor of Ablitderasclinel rubbed on-thetendsiomnennmnes 

ie nis he x % : and on the undersides bearing on the two tin 
5 a supports, is said by Mr, S. Abbott to entirely stop 
Proposep Lire ANNuITy FoR FaTHer LANc- propolisation. 

STROTH.—It is with much gratification that I clip ye * es 5 
the following from one of the American bee 
: ; ‘ 5 FR PHE az N A SWARM journals: ‘A movement is on foot to create a life ne Se eae ‘eee 

et aigle do Lanes... There, of propounded to me by an esteemed correspondent our readers who have been benefited by his writings alifew'Gayst Hugin THY may opinions hey Moen 
and inventions, and who would, therefore, be glad nee atoning Haale elas sand haviie'> pee 

- pees conan, LEAR. as ee ee through a flying swarm, are frequently seized with 
Beer fe ears fi iculars.”-~—-—_~—«sthe swarming fever ot mania, and instead of return- 

Muller, ATEN gO, at Os Fa Barheny on ing to their own hives, join the swarm. I have 

Your readers will remember that I called attention pee gee aes a oe ee 
to this very matter some months ago through the ere ae en ou ee oe ae 
columns of the Jownal. I sincerely hope that the d P Pk Caen eee 
appeal now made will meet with the hearty response CUTINS the nex! smear fet, a 
it deserves, not only in America, but throughout * % - , 
the whole bee world, for where shali we look for a Berkeerers’ VocasuLary.—A capital glossary 

beekeeper who has not in some way or another of technical and scientific words used in beekeeping 

benefited by the rey. gentleman’s writings and has lately been commenced in the Britesh Bee 

inventions? I trust that New Zealand and Aus- Jowrnal by Mr. Cowan. The derivations are given 

tralian beekeepers will come to the front A this ies abe ne Lee oe ner ne 

matter. Perhaps you, Mr. Editor, would kindly the work when finished will not only prove 

take charge of any coin that may be contributed in interesting, but a most useful work oe 

these colonies. apiarists, when I hope ta see it published in bo 

a * ‘3 * form. 
* 

Fout-Broop.—A new cure for foul-brood has * ff * : 

ee eee UE guceanarn clesioutpeeeuanecl aes uxembergdan bee journal by a gentleman named = / scot 
Carl Schréter, and as the plan appears to be very heath or heather, and I see no reason why a similar 

simple, I shink it deserves a trial at the hands of attempt should not be made here. Heather honey 

any beekeeper who has the misfortune to be troubled is not only justly renowned as ou pee a: 

with that foul disease. His plan is to make a box delicious in the world, but the heath being a late 

of Ae wood geen four fakes sanate ang a ihe ars ‘ i 

eep, closed at three of the sides; this of honey in the au j y 

bes ‘ filled with felt saturated with carbolic purposes. In Scotland it is used for, and makes a 

acid and tar of wood. The use of the tar most durable thatch ; large quantities of it are also 

is to stop the too rapid evaporation of the used in the manufacture of brooms and brushes. 

carbolic acid, which the bees would be unable to Planted in bogs it soon helps to reclaim the land 

tolerate. The small box thus prepared is placed by assisting in the formation of peat, and from a
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sportsman’s point of view, where heather abounds any account i ne pe pipes lode of the ee which 
; : operate to produce good or bad honey seasons ? ver since 

that nope) de Bioyee al nose Sues ee eal Teka to take any interest in beekeeping I have 
Our Acclimatisation Societies would do well to endeavoured to trace a connection between the atmospherical 
plant a few acres of our waste lands with heather, phenomena and the more or less abundant secretion of nectar 
and import a few brace of grouse. in the plants from which the bees procure their chief supplies. 

A we For this purpose I have noted for each year the meteorological 
[We are quite willing to take charge of and observations made at the Auckland Observatory, in a 

acknowledge any subscriptions that may be sent diagram form, showing the mean temperature and the 
in aid of Father Langstroth.—Ep. | amount of rainfall for each month, in a way which brings 

before the eye the characteristics of the different seasons (in 
——————— these two respects), and greatly facilitates a comparison of 

one year with another. On comparing the diagram for 
: +f 1887-88 with those of the two worst honey seasons previously 
Repor o recorded {1883-84 and 1884-85) it is at once apparent that 

on SCs alll three are very similar in a great deficiency of the mean 
temperature, especially in the three summer months, and in 

THE HONEY SEASON, 1887-88. that respect contrast strongly with 1885-86, the best season 
we have had, when the mean temperature of the months of 
January and February, for example, was as much above the 

By T. J. MuLvany. normal average as that of this year was below it. As to 
Trp past honey season has been a peculiar one in many rainfall, the three uae months of last season show the 

. 3 i lowest amount on record (only 3.9 inches as compared with 
respects. Tt may, I believe on the whole, be designated as 9 x inches, the normal quantity for these three months), and 
the most unfavourable which has been experienced since bee- may therefore be classed as cold and very dry; while it 

keeping became a special pursuit in New Zealand, and it appears uot the a Ce sa Tee yan oo 

followed directly after what has been represented as the Pulse of tie bee ain the good season) 1880 60 Hee 
worst honey season known for many years in all parts of the — was a dry spell from middle of November to latter end of 
northern hemisphere. It is worthy of remark that both here January, accompanied with warm temperature favourable for 
and in other countries very different results seem to be  ‘“ewy nights ; but last season, during ths same critical period, 

obtained in districts not very far separated, and where we were Was Denaps soles times ps mince Fain, honed shiless y an the normal average, but with cold nights; and the 
may fairly assume that the average skill and attention shown driest spell was in February and early part of March, but 
by the apiarists is much the same in each ; and it is therefore then also with exceptionally low temperature. The mean 

to be regretted that beekeepers in general are not more eRe ae Gece Fee Cee to 
liberal in communicating the result of each year’s operations, war te same period in the ot season of 1885-86, a 

whether successful or the reverse, as the study and com- 22 degrees below the normal average. | When we consider 

parison of such authentic reports could not fail to be both that the whole difference uae the ae and 

i ing and instructive. summer temperature is only 13 degrees, it will be easily 

tbs. of extracted honey per hive at Taranaki, roslbs. at ; f : 
Bre nch, and even ae per hive in New South But what is is cause of ihe paney Dereming so thick as to 
Wales, I have to record a complete failure in the way of be unextractable? — We uscd to think it was owing to the 

produce for our own apiary and for all others in this district plants from which the nectanwas eniarned and the phormium 
which are worked for extracted honey. Not that there was 'enaX_ was generally cr edited with being the chief source 
no: surplus honey collected by the bees during the season— of it in this country. as, honey stored em that plant 
many people who keep only a few hives for household use Certainly does seem, as rule, 1 pose ie characteristics 

and take their honey in sections, or cut out of frames in which of the Seotch heather honeyj2s:descabed aby Mn Gleri 
the bees build their own comb during the season, took a very being ‘‘ for the two or three cays pedlayaane gathering, 
fair quantity of honey in that shape ; but nearly all the honey €Xtremely limpid, dropping.on the yale niest 12% from the 
stored was so thick that it was quite impossible to extract it comb, if the latter be hele in a horizontal position ;” yet 

in the ordinary manner, and experience having shown that, becoming, when ripened, 80 gelatinous that the contents of 
in the present state of the honey market, it would not pay to @ single cell, if successfully removed, will retain its hexagonal 

attempt obtaining the honey in an inferior condition by form,” and. this, Be oor eae i are from’ the 
seraping or melting the combs, nor to make use of the — Presence of one of of Be 2b utbe peers oe odies allied 
ingenious but expensive machine described by Mr Cheshire © avabine.”| How this may be with phormium honey J 
“The Raith Honey Press,” we were forced to put by the  cannotsay ; but it is quite clear that the thick honey stored 
full combs of capped honey as a reserve for winter feeding during the whole of lash opeasns and f uring a part of the 

and for stimulating weak colonies and new swarms next Season 1803 84 jas Obtaued ation ot her sources, which in 
escons : ordinary years give a honey quite easily extracted, It would 

‘At Bay View Apiary we bad wintered 67 stocks, which  @PPear then that a cold and sie, oye sruoephers is in 
. were reduced, by uniting in spring, to 59. The number ‘Some way connected with t te vera esirable state of 

was afterwards increased to 73 by swarms hived in November things ; but it is not improbable that the electrical condition 
and December (the swarming season commencing unusually of the aloupsphere may: also exert an influence in a way at 

late), and of the 14 swarms so utilised only 5 were from our —P* Sen Un er Ow nyo Us. f i ‘i 
own hives, as we worked to. keep down swarming and to get Another question worthy of consideration may be raised. 
the stocks into a strong working condition, | Nevertheless, Is there any, and what, connection between the general 
none of them were fit for supering until the beginning or character of the seasons in our southern hemisphere, and that 
middle of December. The first extracting took place on the _of the last preceding or next following corresponding seasons 
29th of that month, between which day and the middle of | inthe north? It would seem as if our summers partook of 
January we took only 418lbs, and then gave up all further the nature of the last preceding northern summer, for I think 
extracting for the reason already stated, though most of the it will be found that the best honey seasons in Europe and in 
supers were full of capped honey. We kept the hives supplied North America have been followed six months later by our 
with additional supers and frames of comb, and watched for best honey season here, and so also with the bad or un- 

any opportunity of extracting, but all the honey collected in  favouratle seasons. _ If this should be confirmed by observa- 
the latter part of the season was also too thick and had to be _ tion of many years, it would not be without value to Aus- 
left in the combs. We are now wintering 71 stocks, with  tralasian apiarists to be able to predict with toterable cer- 

the hope of “ better luck another time.” i tainty, six months before the arrival of their active working 
Now, having profited so little in a material point of view time, what sort of a honey harvest they might then expect 

jrom the past exceptionally bad campaign, can we turn it to to have.
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been congratulating myself upon having refrained from takin; 
Correspondence. any honey from them, since ey began to store late ; and Z 

apa, | us OES 9 eh ~ Lam only beginning my experience I determined to leave 
{These columns are open for the discussion of all matier them all they made for the first season, They appear very 

connected with Apiculture, but the Editor does not hoia well and strong, and even when there is a cold west wind 
himself responsible for the opinions expressed by his corrs- blowing they venture out, evidently intent on business, 
pondents, who will please give their name and address, not picked up one on the road one day, some distance from home ; 
necessarily for publication. When referring te any previous a slight rain was falling, and it was quite numb, so I carried 
communication, please quote month and page. | it for a few minutes until it recovered, when off it started 

straight home, and thus I knew that it was my bee. 
Following the advice in the Jowrnal, I am not meddling 

HELP FOR THE JOURNAL. with the hive this month; but I ama little uneasy at the 
ee sight of the bees gnawing away at the entrance, evidently 

z : [Fo Sete S endeavouring to enlarge it ; I fear that perhaps it is too close 10 THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BRE JOURNAL. and hot, eel: ae ine mele of the i they gather 
Dear Sir,—I will most willingly follow suit to Mr. round and fan briskly. I shall, therefore, examine the hive 
Mulvany’s initiative and take two copies of the Bee Jowrnal. on the first still, warm day. I think that I am justified in 

"for at least one year. It is but just that we should help you, expecting a good swarm early in the spring—August or 
if you help us, and I hope others will follow the ‘‘ preaching” — September perhaps, especially as, on the whole, we have had 
and ‘‘ practice” of Mr. Mulvany. If self interest is to come _a mild winter, and the native flowers are already beginning 
into the matter, it should be borne in mind that one reason to bloom, The following devise for catching swarms, and 
why the supply is usually in excess of the demand, is because _ preventing them from flying off, I have read of in a publica- 
the demand is not yet what legitimately—from a ‘‘food’” tion called Home and Farm. It advocates the preparation 
point cf view—it should be. Every new scientific beekeeper _ of a few empty nail kegs to represent miniature hives. “These 
is apt to encourage the consumption of honey, and nothing — are to be fastened in the trees round about the apiary, and it 
but a bee journal will enlist new recruits in any satisfactory is said that they have proved of great service in attracting 
and permanent way.—Wishing you all success, yours faith- swarms in cases where the beekeeper is unable to be in con- 

fully, stant attendance. TI have noticed a similar idea mentioned 
J. R. Manan. in the July number of the Jowrna/.—Yours faithfully, 

Matata, July 6th, 1888. MoEWE. 

[We have to thank our esteemed correspondent for his Manly, toth July, 1888. 
very kind and considerate help as a valued contributor and a [Many thanks for your kind remarks anent the Jowrnal. 
subscriber. —ED. ] We shall be very glad to send a few extra Journals to any of 

Ca SET PETE our contributors for distribution among their friends who 
take an interest in beekeeping. We formerly sent Journals 

NOTES FROM NEW SOUTH WALES. to Melbourne, Sydney, dia ‘Adelaide for dale but we expect 
kane 7 A very few saw them. Decoy hives sometimes catch a strong 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE AUSTRALASIAN BEE JOURNAL. Ga ay 

: S1r,— Many thanks for your replies to the remarks contained —_—_— rc  EEEESEEE— 
in my letter of May last. I have just finished reading the 5 a - 
June number of the Journal, and am sorry to see that it has Queries and Replies. 
not been a financial success so far; I sincerely hope that at on “ht BOS Sin aia 
the end cf'the next volume there will bea vite paieoy Query.—Wax Cloth Mats.—Please answer the follow- 

tale to tell. It appears to me Sy AGB . rae y ing: Do you consider waxed cloth a good material for mats, chatty, and inviting style about the Austra: asian ee Journal, should the indtenal be porous 20k 
that it should arouse a fair amount of enthusiasm among those za - i : 
even who are not beekeepers, and should inspire them with a _Rupry.—We have experimented with non-porous mats and 
desire to keep and study those interesting little creatures about discarded them in favour of porous material which we have 
whom so much good can be said, and whose habits and decided preference for. 
powers takeso/many papes to'describe lensidee that > __———__E—_—E=_ 
apart from its industrial and technical value, the Jowrnal, as A LIBERAL OFFER. 
containing merely pleasant reading, is well worth a perusal, As we have a number of spare copies of each issue of the 
and I take every opportunity of letting any friends see itin Journal (with the exception of the first, which is now out of 
whom an interest in bees is likely to be excited. It is print), we will send post free to any address in Australasia the 
difficult, however, to arouse any active interest in anything eleven numbers of Vol. I. for 4s. This is a good chance for 
which is not presented, as it were, at their very doors, and I new subscribers to get the Journal from the start. 
think, therefore, that if the Journal were procurable ‘at the There are also a few copies of Vol I. of the New Zealand 

establishment of some bookseller in Sydney, a better demand — q@nd Australian Bee Journal, cloth bound, still on hand, 
from this colony might result. But this is merely a which will be sent post free in New Zealand for 3s., or out 
suggestion, to be considered for what it\is worth. TI have — of New Zealand for 3s. 6d. ‘i 
lately visited two private gardens in the suburbs, where bees HOPKINS, HAYR & CO. 

were once kept, but now the apiaries ae us a ae oe the 

box-hives rotting and falling to pieces with the bees in them. 5 

Th oie place, out of thirty Benes Onl were tenanted, the EK Oa Ss AL E, CH BAe 
bees having been driven out of the others by the ravages of eK ey 
the bee-moth. All betokens the most utter neglect. The 

owners of these hives are afraid to go near them, one man Two Second-hand 2-Comb Extractors, only slightly used; 
walking towards them backwards pe his nae round as as good as new. Price, f.o.b., 37s. 6d. each. 

. He loses all the swarms that are thrown off, and = ———~—— TUG a hd es 
never getsan ounce of honey. He once had the courage tw  JPARE LOT OF Sin, SECTIONS FOR SALB, 
see what a hive contained, by upsetting it with a pole and K CHEAP. 
scooping out thecontents with a long-handled spade, but in Twenty seven: sets. (760) x 6 2b. Dove-tailed Sections, 

his ignorance he chose a wrong time of the year, and got jnownas the American Prize Sections, in one lot, at 1s per 
» nothing but a an and s ened DENY stings, the ooh JHE a rove quantity, Is 2d per set. Usual price, 2s. 

ection of which last has caused him to foreswear any Pe 
dott of connection with bees. Such ey eles one TE ee HAYR & 00. 

vi f the appreciative thief who robbed him 
sour eats: anes and all. Me 0. POOLE begs to announce that he will be pre- 

My bees are settled for the winter in a two-story Langs- _pared to deliver his Lecture on Bees and Bee- 
troth, and have filled up all the chinks with propolis. We keeping either in town or country. For terms, ke. , 

have had an exceptionally dry winter so far, and flowers have apply to O, Pootx, c/o Hopkins, Hayr & Co., 13 
not been visible anywhere for weeks past, consequently [have  Queen-street, Auckland, 

' j
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TELEPHONE No. 370.1 (TELEPHONE No. 370, OD LUM & SMITH 

QUEEN STREET (apsorsinc Ratway Sratiox) Co ersmiths Gasfitters 

AvcKLAND, NEw ZEALAND. pp ’ 

The above Hotel is one of the largest in the City of 2) 

‘Auckland, and for the accommodation of families and HOUSE and) Still, SCOMEERS: 
travellers is unsurpassed. 

B10 (COED) AND SHOWER) ESTHS, TIN, ZINC, and IRON-PLATE WORKERS. 

Tram Terminus and Busses to all parts of the City and pehee. 

Suburbs. 
> PE 

G. I. PANTER, Proprietor. See a 

=. a a é a Having imported machinery for making all kinds of 

N O “FE iL © RY HONEY and JAM TINS we are prepared to supply these 

The undermentioned works are not mentioned in our Rae ee ea eC aan 

new Catalogue, owing to delay in their arrival : — Yook FIRST PRIZE at the Exhibition for Honey Tins 

Cowan's ‘British Beekeepers’ Guide Book,’ post free 2s 4d 

Simmins’ ‘Method of Direct Queen Introduction,’ post free 1s 2d 

HOPKINS, HAYR, & CO. NmSe Tis 

CARBOLIC SOAP PASTE. LOWER ALBERT STREET. 

ee ue a une a plays Dairy. House, and por ay purpose 

where absolute cleanliness is imperative. For disinfecting 4 te 

purposes it is invaluable, as it completely destroys all germs ot AX nee C aS I 4 A N DD ™ 

eee vou and ee iesane on lagaing in anos seis =e er =e 

may be used upon. Imparts a very high polis! without ~ my 

injury to all metals. It is need in the same manner as soap, FEF O R Ss aN L E. 

pan pees scrubbing brush, and contains 20 per cent. of ie 

carbolic ee ; Owing to my leaving for England at an early date, 

2lb. Tins, 8s per Tin; add 1s 1d if by parcel post. I wish to dispose of the following goods :— 

4lb. Tins, 1s 3d per Tin; add 1s 7d if by parcel post. 140 Colonies of Bees, mostly hybrids, in 2-story 

6lb. Tins, 1s 9d per Tin; add 2s 1d if by parcel post. Langstroth Hives with Combs complete. 

A CONSIDERABLE DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. U Pure Italian Colonies do. 

70 complete 2-story Langstroth Hives, i : 
: HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., Agents. ge alge TS TA 

eb 1 “Given” Foundation Press, very _ little 

D* SCHLEGELS CODLIN MOTH AND used, £9. 
INSECT DESTROYER. : 

ee 300 square feet Queen Cage Wire Cloth, 2}d 
We kaye been appointed Agents for the sale of the above ner foot. = a 

celebrated German remedy, which has proved. such a success I - 
in Europe an merica, prepare yy Dr. Schlege! the > 2B 7 s 
Central "Serio ot Agnetiare, Welhensvephen. Bavaria 3 B. and H. Uncapping Knives, 3s 6d each. 

ill free orchards and gardens from codlin moth and other x 4 ene 

noxious insects without damage to trees or plants, Full 6 Queen and Drone Exeluders, Alley’s, 2s6deach, 
directions for use on each package. 8 7 c s ‘ 

‘The concentrated prevaration is put up in tins, the smallest 0 Drone Exeluders, 3d each. 
containing sufficient to make 15 gallons of solution, which is aa 
enough to dress an orchard of from 100 to 200 trees, according All particulars with regard to price aud delivery of bees 

eet ae can be obtained from Mr J. Main, Hautapu, Waikato. 

Small Tins, 5s; Large Tins (enough to make 50 gals. 15s. % B eames 

A CONSIDERABLE DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDERS. ae dives wil borer te ee not less than 1 package 
HOPKINS, HAYR & CO., Agents. a cua js per hive; for 3 or more packages, 5s 6d 

REMOVAL. REMOVAL. All goods packed and delivered in Auckland. 

W. E. MEARS, L. PERRETT, 
. s Care of Hopkins, Hayr & Co. 

Bookseller, Stationer, & Music Seller, |} ———H "ss Se 
THE 

198, QUEEN STREET, AUCKLAND, i “a7 

Wishes to inform his customers and the public that he has SCOTT PRINTING COMPAN y 

REMOVED to New and More Commodious Premises, five eae i 
doors BELOW Wellesley Street, and opposite W. McArthur & HIGH STREET and VULCAN LANE, 

oe Migiehoure, where he will oe to see all as old AUCKLAND. 

customers and as many new onesas will favour him with acall. 1 > AT (CX 
y ; ITEP a 

A Choice Stock of Books, Music & Stationery kept. GENERAL JOBBING PRINTERS 

BOOKS, MUSIC. STATIONERY. BILLHEADS, MEMOS, CIRCULARS, 

Please Remember New Address : PRICE LISTS, CARDS, Erc. Ere. 

916, QUEEN STREET (6 doors below Wellesley Street). ESTIMATES GIVEN. 

W. HE MEARS, Fa 

BOOKSELLER, STATIONER, AND MUSIC SELLER, Tale) EE EEANY Ric Co., PROPRIETORS,
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FIRST EIGHT HOURS ROLLER MILLS 
J. C. FIRTH, PROPRIETOR. 

By a combination of mechanical and scientific appliances, Mr. J. C. FIRTH has produced at his 
Eight Hours’ Roller Mills a Pleasant and Wholesome Breakfast Food as Porridge, 

(PATENTED) “ GE ee { af e (PATENTED) 
M I N . 

Easy of Digestion, and remarkable for its Bone and Flesh-Producing Qualities. Free from the 
heating and flatulent properties incidental to Oatmeal, 

For PUDDINGS it is unsurpassed, if even equalled by RICE, SAGO, or CORNFLOUR, 

This admirable Food for Young and Old is ncw on the market. 

IN 10lb BAGS, OF ALL DEALERS. 

wre dor dors dow CK HAL sD, Se 
BAe SR pee DUN DN 

MANUFACTURER OF 

Everything Required in an Apiary. 

I have during the Winter months, increased my manufacturing plant, and I 

am now making HIVES, Etc., that for superiority of finish and 

aceuracy of detail cannot be surpassed. 

PRICE LISTS POSTED FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS 

DP dla F. STEPHENS See M PB hPL L, | : 

TAILOR Boot and Shoe Manufacturer 
, | 

is YON OPP Hyp | Y\T 
225 QUEEN STREET, 136 QUEEN STREET 

AUCKLAND. 
nent cerry es ten I AUCKLAND, NEW_ZEALAND. 

\ MAL T EGGS FOR HATCHING KIDD & WILDMAN 
From my WYANDOTTES. F 

Including Imported and First Prize Birds Booksellers éFancy Stationers 
(2 strains), Auckland Poultry Show, 1887. £1 for 
13 eggs. F. STEPHENS, 136 Queen Street, eae 

cn ge 4 Sea ENGLISH, AMERICAN, and COLONIAL 
B ONEDUST! B ON EDU SIT! PERIODICALS SUPPLIED. 

J.C.E. J.C.E. o. 

The undersigned has for sale—60 tons of Ellis’s well-known | poerypRy ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, 

J.C.E. brand of Newcastle Bonedust, in lots to suit purchasers. 

Iron Bark Timber, Spokes, Shafts, etc., in any quantities, eae!) 
M. V. HURLEY, 7, Queen-street. VICTORIA ARCADE. AUCKLAND 

eawemeeew ys ee hs es on ele 
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